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ABSTRACT
Performance polymorphism, where a system can select between several given implementations of the same conceptual operation, has been used in real-time programming languages, such as Flex. The contingency plans used in the active database system HiPAC
is a related, but more limited, mechanism. We have introduced performance polymorphism into a declarative database query language. We have shown the feasibility of the
concept by implementing a general, performance-polymorphic query optimizer. We
show how performance-polymorphic queries are specified and optimized in our system.
A number of applications for the technique are suggested.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This work is about database systems, and how to let such systems nd
optimal solutions to problems by making trade-o s between constrained
resources.
Parts of the material have been presented in [37] and [38].

1.1 Overview of this thesis
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to some concepts within the elds
of databases, real-time systems, and real-time databases. In section
2.1 we will examine some of the properties of a database management
system that are of importance for this work, including active and objectoriented database systems. Section 2.2 will cover some relevant aspects
of real-time systems, and in section 2.3 we look at the combination of
the two concepts, i. e. real-time database systems. Section 2.4 is about
active real-time database systems.
Chapter 3 explains the concept of performance polymorphism, and
gives some de nitions of the term. In chapter 4 we explore more in
depth some related work that has been done using performance polymorphism, in a wide sense of the term. Then, in chapter 5, we will
explain how our approach di ers from this previous work.
Chapter 6 documents the performance-polymorphic query optimizer
that we have implemented in the AMOS system.
Chapter 7 shows how this work can applied to some example appli7
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cation domains.
Chapter 8 suggests some future directions for this research, and
chapter 9 gives some conclusions.

Chapter 2
Background
This thesis is intended to show how certain database technology can be
used to solve a class of problems for, primarily, real-time applications.
As a background, we present in this chapter some important aspects of
database systems [13] [47] [11] and real-time systems [8] [50].
We concentrate on those aspects that we believe are important for
the understanding of our work in performance polymorphism, so this
chapter is not necessarily useful as a rst introduction to any of the
subjects covered.

2.1 Databases
A database is a collection of data. Typically, the amount of data is large,
and it may also have a complicated structure. Other requirements may
be added to the de nition, such as the data being related, consistent,
or stored in a computer system.
A database management system (DBMS) is a program or set of
programs that manages these data. Typical DBMSs provide their users
with powerful and exible ways to de ne, store and retrieve the data.
Sometimes the term database is used to refer to DBMSs.
The combination of a database and the DBMS that manages it can
be called a database system. This term, like database, is also sometimes
used to refer to DBMSs.
A schema is a description of the data that can be stored in the
9
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database. The schema is stored explicitly, along with the data in the
database, and can be accessed and modi ed by the DBMS. While it is
possible to have a collection of data without an explicitly stored schema,
where the information about the data and its structure is instead hardcoded in, for example, a programming language, we believe that the
existence of such an explicit schema is one of the most important traits
of a database system.
A data model de nes what kinds of schemas can be used. The most
common data models in current research and development are the relational model and various object-oriented models.
An important ingredient in many DBMSs is a declarative query language, where the user can formulate declarative queries. A declarative
query, or query for short, is an operation against a database that is formulated in such a declarative query language, which is a high-level programming language that permits the user to specify complex database
operations in a concise manner. A well-known query language is SQL.
Declarative queries are not directly executable, but must be translated,
by the DBMS, into an executable, procedural, program, the execution
plan. This process is known as query optimization, and is done by a
DBMS subsystem called the query optimizer.
A DBMS will usually add some overhead, in memory usage, disk
usage and execution time, compared to an application where the data management has been hand-coded in a traditional programming
language such as C++ or Ada. In some cases, this overhead may be
large. On the other hand, development time can be much shorter, since
advanced functionality is already built in into the DBMS. Execution
speeds may also be higher in the database solution, since the DBMS
provides advanced data structures and execution modes that are dicult to implement well in a hand-coded application. Also, and perhaps
more importantly, the DBMS allows for much greater exibility than
a hand-coded program. It is comparatively easy to change both the
logical and the physical structure of the data, and to manipulate the
data in new and unforeseen ways. An especially important factor for
this power and exibility is the presence of a declarative query language
in the DBMS. Using the query language, it is possible to perform new
types of operations on the data in the database, for example previously
unexpected types of searches.
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2.1.1 Query optimization
There are usually many possible execution plans for a given declarative query, and these plans can have widely varying performance. One
execution plan can easily be several orders of magnitude faster than another. It is therefore important that the query optimizer nds a good
(i. e. fast) plan, ideally the best.
A traditional database query optimizer [45] works with a single performance measure, the \cost", which usually re ects the expected execution time, which in a disk-based database is dominated by the number
of disk accesses.
The optimizer uses an optimization algorithm to nd an acceptable execution plan. In some cases, such as in a traditional disk-based
database with few and well-known data types and operations on these
data types, it may be sucient to use some heuristics to order the steps
in the execution plan. For example, for a query expressed in relational
algebra, the main such heuristic rule is to reorder the query so that
select and project operations are performed before join or other binary operations. The justi cation for this rule is that select and project
typically decrease the size of the result, and will never increase its size.
Therefore, the cost of the entire query execution will be lower.
For more complicated cases, and for more exact optimization, it
is necessary to use an explicit cost model to estimate the cost of the
execution plans. The cost model de nes a cost for each step in the
execution plan, and a way to calculate the cost for a complete (or
partial) plan. In a traditional database the cost model is crude, and
only speci es the relative merits of di erent execution plans, instead
of the actual expected execution time. The optimizer then searches the
space of possible execution plans, in di erent orders depending on the
optimization algorithm.
With an exhaustive method, the optimizer will nd the best plan,
according to the cost model. This requires the optimizer to examine
all possible execution plans, except those that can be guaranteed to be
inferior. Typically dynamic programming is used, which builds a search
tree of possible execution plans using a best- rst search.
For complex queries, where the number of possible execution plans
can be too large for an exhaustive search, a heuristic method can be

12
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used. A heuristic method uses some rule-of-thumb to concentrate the
search to sets of plans that are likely to be good, and thus will not
examine all possible plans. Such methods are not guaranteed to nd the
best plan, but will, in practice, nd an acceptable plan. A randomized
method [20] inserts an element of randomness, for example by using one
or many random starting points for the search.

2.1.2 Active databases
Traditional database systems have been passive, i. e. they only execute
queries or transactions that are explicitly submitted by a user or an
application program. Sometimes it is necessary to monitor the data in
the database, to detect certain situations, and to trigger a response in
a timely manner. For example, an inventory control system may need
to monitor the quantity of stock for the items in the database, and
to detect when the quantity of some item falls below a certain value.
Then, the system should initiate some steps to order additional items
to ll up the inventory.
An active database (or rather, active DBMS) is a DBMS that can
detect such conditions, and perform di erent kinds of actions in response ([26], chapter 21; [12]). Typically, ECA rules are used, where
the user can specify an Event, such as the deletion or insertion of data,
a Condition on the deleted or inserted data, and an Action, which can
consist of arbitrary operations on data. The DBMS is then responsible
for monitoring changes in the database, and to execute the appropriate
actions.
There is some support for active functionality in the SQL3 standard,
and many modern commercial DBMSs now contain at least limited
active functionality.

2.1.3 Object-oriented databases

Traditional database applications have been business-oriented, such as
banking or inventory applications. Common to these applications have
been large amounts of data with a relatively simple structure, and large
numbers of relatively simple transactions.
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In order for other areas of computing also to bene t from the exibility and power of database systems, a new class of applications with
di erent requirements has emerged. Among these are CAD (computeraided design), CASE (computer-aided software engineering), oce automation, and expert systems. These applications handle data with
a more complex structure than in traditional databases. Transactions
may also be longer and more complex.
A new class of DBMSs have been developed in order to meet these
requirements. To model the complex and interrelated data, and the
procedural data, of the new applications, they use object-oriented data
models [9] [26].
One of the advantages of object-oriented DBMSs over, e. g., relational systems, is a decreased so-called impedance mismatch. An impedance
mismatch means that the database uses another data model for the data than what is natural and ecient for the application program, so
the application program has to translate back and forth between its
own data representation and the one that the database system uses.
Less impedance mismatch makes possible a closer integration between
DBMS and application program, and a di erent and more ecient architecture of the database system.
What is sometimes called rst-generation object-oriented databases, are systems based on a programming language, usually C++ or
Smalltalk, which has been extended with database functionality, primarily persistence.
Second-generation object-oriented databases, also called objectrelational databases, are instead based on a traditional DBMS, which
is extended with object-oriented functionality. The important di erence is that second-generation object-oriented DBMSs provide a better
declarative query language.

2.1.4 Main-memory database systems

Traditionally, database systems have been disk-based. In such a system,
all the data in the database is stored on disk, and retrieved into main
memory only when it is needed. This is slow, and response times can
be hard to predict, due to the e ects of bu ering and to the physics of
disks.

14
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Modern databases may be entirely stored in main memory, and only
use disk for the purpose of recovery and persistence [18]. This is, today,
easily feasible for 10-100 megabytes of data, and clearly possible even
for one or a few gigabytes on a large, dedicated machine. (Numbers
like these are growing rapidly. A popular model for this is Moore's law,
which usually is taken to say that the capacity of computer systems
roughly doubles in eighteen months.)
A main-memory database system typically shows much higher performance than a disk-based system. Main memory is typically 10000
times faster than a disk for processing a block (one or a few kilobytes)
of data [52]. The di erence is much bigger for accessing a single small
object, since disks are block oriented and have a high, xed cost per
access that does not depend on the amount of data that is retrieved
during the access. This xed cost for retrieving a block of data is typically around 10 ms for modern disks (and this gure is not decreasing
rapidly), while access to main memory can be around 10 ns. This means
that for some applications with high performance requirements, either
for average response times or for real-time (i. e., worst-case) response
times, disk-based databases are simply not possible to use. (With disk
striping, as used in some RAID architectures [47], part of this limitation of disks can be alleviated. The maximum data transfer rate can be
increased, but the minimum access time is not a ected.)
The lay-out of data, especially concerning locality and the possibility for sequential access, is much less critical in a main-memory system
than in a disk-based one. Therefore, index structures that are simpler to implement and gives less overhead can be used. (On the other
hand, if the computer uses a cache memory between main memory and
the CPU, and this cache memory is much faster than the normal main
memory, locality and sequential access may still have to be considered.)
Other overhead induced by the DBMS can also be lower. E. g., in
some cases locking can be entirely avoided, because the system will
never need to wait for a slow disk operation to complete [18]. Another
example of reduced overhead can be that while a disk-based system
uses a bu er manager, which makes it necessary to copy the data in one
or more steps, a main-memory system might access the data directly,
referring to it by its memory address.
One disadvantage with main-memory systems is that data in main
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memory is more vulnerable than disk-resident data to software and
hardware errors. Main-memory systems will also still need to use disks
for transaction processing purposes, for backup, logging and recovery.

2.2 Real-time systems
A real-time system [8] [50] is a system where the operations not only
have correctness requirements, but also requirements on timeliness. For
example, a task needs to be completed before a given deadline. Realtime systems are not restricted to applications where the time spans
in question are short (fractions of a second), although many real-time
applications fall in this domain, but also include applications with a
longer time range (several seconds or much longer) [51]. The common
denominator is that the system must be able to meet the timeliness
constraints, either by predicting in advance how long operations will
take, and scheduling them accordingly, or by performing some contingency action when a deadline cannot be met. The concept of a deadline
is common in real-time systems, i. e. a time limit when an operation
should be nished.
A real-time system is not the same thing as a high-performance
or fast system, although in actual implementations a common way of
guaranteeing response times is to simply have a system that is (one
hopes) fast enough.
Sometimes a distinction is made between hard, soft and rm realtime systems. The distinction is made by looking at the usefulness of
the result, and how this usefulness varies when the deadline is passed.
A hard real-time system is one where the deadline absolutely must be
met. Otherwise, e. g., the plane crashes. A soft system is one where the
result may still be useful even if it arrives after the deadline. An example
of a soft real-time system is a system that shows a lm by retrieving
individual frames form a repository of some kind, or by computing
them. If a frame is not available when it should be presented, it may still
be valuable to show it later. The movie will just freeze for a moment. A
rm systems is one where the result will not be useful after the deadline,
but no disaster will occur. An example of this can be a weather forecast.
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2.3 Real-time database systems
In traditional database applications, real-time response has been of
small importance. With respect to execution times, the focus has been
on high through-put, meaning that average performance has been optimized instead of the execution time for an individual transaction, or
the worst-case execution time for an individual transaction. Because of
this, the real-time characteristics of a traditional DBMS can be totally
unsatisfactory for applications that require a guaranteed response time.
A real-time database management system (RTDBMS) [42] [4] [3] is a
DBMS that meets timeliness requirements, in addition to the traditional DBMS functionality. Alternatively, it can be de ned as a real-time
system that includes database capabilities, such as transaction management, index structures, and query capabilities. Despite the apparent similarity, in practice these two de nitions are not co-extential, but
di er in a way that is similar to what can be said about object-oriented
databases. The approach of starting with the DBMS concept, and
adding real-time functionality, tends to put emphasis on database facilities, such as transaction processing and de ning a declarative query
language as interface to the database, while the other approach favors
a programming-language interface, typically using C or Ada.
For applications with extremely high requirements on performance,
and that use very simple data, solutions in hardware may be necessary.
For applications with slightly lower demands, and more complex data,
software solutions that are hand-coded in a traditional programming
language might be used. A database approach will probably be used for
applications with larger amounts of more complex data, with higher requirements on exibility, and with somewhat less extreme performance
requirements.
The best choice for a real-time database systems is probably a mainmemory database architecture, with disk-based solutions reserved for
systems that use very large amounts of data and that have lower demands on performance and uniformity of response time.
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2.4 Active real-time databases
The presence of active rules in a real-time database [1] [2] poses additional problems. Even if it is possible to guarantee response times in a
system where activity in the DBMS is explicitly initiated by the user, it
may be much more dicult to do so when the DBMS initiates actions
on its own. Since these can happen at unpredictable times, and with
unpredictable amounts of data, care must be taken to avoid that the
execution of a triggered rule breaks a deadline.
One solution may be to de ne several di erent actions to be executed when a rule is triggered, and let the system choose among them.
The early active database system HiPAC [14] provided for alternative
actions, contingency plans, which could be chosen when there wasn't
time to execute the normal action. This can be viewed as an early form
of performance polymorphism, as described later in this thesis.

18
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Chapter 3
Performance Polymorphism
In time-critical applications it is sometimes possible to nd a simpli ed
algorithm that can be used when there isn't enough time to run the
normal algorithm. This simpli ed algorithm performs the same conceptual operation as the normal one, but in shorter time. The trade-o is
that the result may be of a lower quality in some sense, for example
with respect to precision, completeness, or data consistency.
As an example of an application, such di erent algorithms can be
used in a control system that reads input from a slow physical sensor.
If the control application doesn't always have time to wait for the next
sensor reading, it could instead use an extrapolation of previous values.
This will produce a value within the allowed time-frame, but the value
may deviate from the actual physical value.
Another example is an iterative numerical computation that may
be set to produce results with di erent precisions depending on the
execution time spent on the computation. Thus we have a trade-o
between time and precision, and this trade-o can be used in a timecritical application to nd an acceptable result within the allowed timespan, instead of a more exact result that arrives too late.
The di erent implementations can be de ned by the programmer,
and under some circumstances it is possible for the system to nd them
automatically, such as is done in CASE-DB [19] [35] [34].
19
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3.1 Contingency plans
A contingency plan is an alternative operation that can be performed
when there is not time enough for the normal operation, or when some
other condition makes the normal action impossible. The contingency
plan may perform the same task as the normal action, but in a faster or
cheaper way, and perhaps not as well. An example of this can be to use
less precision in a calculation, or to use old data instead of collecting
or calculating them. It is also possible for the contingency plan to do
something completely di erent from the normal operation, such as to
turn back and land the plane instead of ying to the destination.
Contingency plans were used in HiPAC [14], where the action part
of an ECA rule could be speci ed to have an alternative, which was
to be executed if enough time was not available for the normal action
part.

3.2 Exceptions
Constraints, which put limits on the allowed performance of the query
execution in terms of time, resource consumption, quality of the answer,
etc., need to be satis ed and checked by the query execution system.
These constraints may be explicitly stated by a user who writes a query,
or they may originate from some other source.
The handling of constraints may consist of the system making a
choice between alternative actions in order to satisfy the constraints,
or that the system monitors the constraints in order to e. g. guarantee
that appropriate action is taken before a deadline. Such handling can
be done at di erent times. There are four important cases:


At compile-time. At this time, the program and the structure
of the data is known. In a database context, this means that
the query and the schema is known. The data itself may not be
fully known, or it may be di erent from the data that will be
used in the actual execution. For example, the size of a relation
may be unknown or di erent from what will be used when the
query is run. In some cases it is therefore dicult or impossible
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to estimate execution time and other resource usages at compiletime, even with a perfect cost model. In other cases data statistics
are available. Relational cost-based optimizers rely on this.


Immediately before execution, that is, when a query has been
submitted for execution, or an action has been triggered, but before execution has started. This is sometimes called the activation
phase. At this time, there will probably be more knowledge available about the data. Database systems can keep track of the size
and statistical distribution of data, so it may be possible to use
the cost model to nd a better estimate of the time and other
resources that the query will need.
The additional resource usage for the constraint checking and
for the choice between options, may make this case unsuitable
for some applications since these resources have to be added to
the resources consumed by the query execution itself. E. g. in a
real-time system with high performance requirements (i. e. which
requires short response times), the additional delay may not be
acceptable.



During execution. While the execution of the query is in progress,
it may be possible to keep track of resource usage by actual
measurements. For real time, this simply means to keep track
of elapsed time. Time-outs fall in this category. It may also be
possible to compare the pre-execution cost estimate with the actual measured execution cost, either to check the validity of the
estimate or to nd new and improved cost estimates by feeding
better estimates to the cost model than what was available before
execution.



After the execution has completed. For some applications, the
actual cost of the query may not be available until after execution.
One example of this is a real-time database system that runs on
top of a non-real-time operating system, where other tasks or
disk access may cause unpredictable delays. For a performance
measure that is not increasing or decreasing monotonically, it may
not even be possible to detect a constraint violation until after the
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entire execution has completed. It may not be pointless to detect
a constraint violation at this late time, since some compensating
action may be possible, or the cost model may be improved.
In HiPAC, it seems that the choice between the normal action and
the contingency plan was performed before execution.
Other systems choose to continuously monitor the speci ed constraints, using an exception mechanism, which is familiar from the programming languages Ada and C++. One such system is the C++-based
programming language Flex. When a constraint is broken, and this is
detected by the system, we say that an exception is raised or thrown.
This can be done either automatically by the system, or explicitly by the
application program. When an exception has been raised, the normal
execution stops, and the system instead executes an exception handler,
that has been written by the application programmer. If no exception
handler exists, execution is terminated with some form of error message.

3.3 Performance dimensions
Traditional database query optimizers use a single performance measure, the \cost", which usually re ects the expected execution time.
The execution time is but one of many di erent resources that may be
of interest, and that may therefore be used as performance measures.
Other examples are memory usage, network communication, and monetary cost. When optimizing a query, we might want to keep track of
all these, both to minimize resource usage and to enforce constraints
on this usage. We can therefore view each performance measure as a
performance dimension.
The examples of performance dimensions mentioned are resources
consumed by the query execution. Another class of measures is connected with the result of the query, such as its precision, its quality or
its size. We may want to enforce constraints, or optimize, these too, so
we consider them also as performance dimensions.
Both the programming language Flex (see section 4.4 below) and
the data model ROMPP (see section 4.5) use several performance dimensions. ROMPP has a mechanism where the application programmer
can specify any number of performance dimensions.
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In the most general environment, it should be possible for the user
to specify new performance dimensions, and it should be possible to use
any of the dimensions as the optimization objective. If the system allows
the speci cation of constraints, it should be possible to put constraints
on all performance dimensions,

3.4 Performance polymorphism
The term performance polymorphism refers to \a scheme were all the
versions of a particular computation are identi ed as candidates for
binding to a generic name. We call this technique performance polymorphism by analogy to the conventional polymorphism where di erent functions of the same name operate on di erent data types" [23].
A similar de nition is given in [55].
The essence of the de nition is that the system must be able to automatically select among several di erent given implementations, and
that it should nd the best, or at least an acceptable, trade-o between the di erent performance measures. This can be done either at
run-time, or at compile-time. A mixture is also possible, where the selections that can be made early are made early, and the rest is deferred
to run-time. The simplest solution for implementing this mixture is
to let a programming-language compiler perform normal compiler optimizations, thereby eliminating some of the choices where the conditions
are known at compile-time. This approach is used in Flex [23]. A more
advanced solution could use partial evaluation techniques [21] or have
explicit mechanisms to let the compiler leave some choices unmade in
the generated execution plan, or generate several alternative execution
plans [10].
While these de nitions seem to be best suited for use in programming languages or in object-oriented databases, with named functions
or methods, the concept could be extended to cover e. g. contingency
plans in the ECA-rules of an active database system [14], and the query
partitioning in CASE-DB [34]. However, in order to naturally capture
this and other forms of polymorphism, an object-oriented data model is advantageous. Several real-time object-oriented data models have
been de ned, e. g. RTSORAC [41]. Some real-time systems combine
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performance polymorphism and object orientation, such as the Flex
programming language and the ROMPP data model.

Chapter 4
Related Work on
Performance Polymorphism
4.1 HiPAC
An early example of a mechanism where di erent implementations of an
operation can be de ned by the user, and then automatically chosen
by the system, is the contingency plans for alternative executions of
reactive rules in the active DBMS HiPAC [14], also discussed in some
later publications, e. g. [6]. In the ECA rules described in the HiPAC
project, more than one version of the action part could be speci ed.
When the time constraints could not be met by the normal action of
a rule, the system could instead choose an alternative, the contingency
plan. While HiPAC provided a declarative query language, the use of
di erent-performance implementations was limited to the ECA rules,
and could not be used in other parts of the system. Contingency plans
do not fall under the de nition of performance polymorphism, but it is
a related concept.

4.2 CASE-DB

CASE-DB [19] [35] [34] is a real-time relational prototype DBMS that

permits the speci cation of time constraints for queries expressed in
relational algebra.
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Given a deadline, the system can automatically partition a query,
and then does iterative improvement using these partitions, while handling the risk of over-spending its time budget. First a query is run on
the smallest subset, giving a crude approximation in short time. Then
a larger subset is used, and so on, until at the end all the data is used.
For aggregate queries, this can be done automatically. In this case,
CASE-DB uses query approximation techniques where the result of the
query is estimated using statistical estimators and sampling techniques.
For non-aggregate queries, this requires a previous, user-de ned partitioning of the data. The user or the database administrator identi es
the relations that are likely to be used in time-constrained queries,
and (horizontally) divides each relation into three fragments: required,
strongly preferred, and preferred.
The choice of relation fragments is completely based on the semantics of the application, and will change with each application. Therefore,
this partitioning is entirely left to the user, and CASE-DB gives no help
or guidelines on how to do the partitioning.
CASE-DB has no user-declared performance polymorphism, i. e. it
is not possible to de ne multiple implementations of operations. The
quality of the answer, and trade-o s between time and quality, is not
discussed.
The value of a transaction is mentioned in [34], where there is a
brief discussion on how to choose between several transactions that
are competing for resources, where some of the transactions can be
executed in di erent versions.
The preferred way to handle competing transactions, according to
that same brief discussion, is to let each transaction specify its "optional" and "required" parts (subtransactions), in order to let the DBMS
modify transactions (by downsizing them), and make sure that all or
most of the transactions can complete within their deadlines.

4.3 Parachute queries
A heterogeneous database system, where a query can retrieve data from
several di erent data sources, su er from a common problem: if some
sources are unavailable during query execution, these systems either
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silently ignore the unavailable source, or the entire query fails. In environments where there is a large probability that data sources become
unavailable (such as the Internet), this behavior is not good enough.
A possible improvement is to generate a partial answer, based on
the data that could be retrieved and processed. If such a partial answer
is accompanied by a representation of the un nished work to be done, it
can be resubmitted to the system in order to generate the full answer. A
secondary query that is designed to complete a partial answer is called
a parachute query. [5]
This type of query modi cation is not based on any trade-o between e. g. quality or execution time. The result depends entirely on
from which data sources that are available.

4.4 Data models
As mentioned above, an object-oriented data model is advantageous
for expressing performance polymorphism. Several real-time objectoriented data models have been de ned, e. g. RTSORAC [41].
Other real-time systems combine object orientation with a more explicit performance polymorphism, such as the Flex programming language [27] [23] [25] [32] [22] [24] in the Concord project [28] and the
ROMPP data model [55] in the MDARTS project [33].

4.5 Flex

Flex is an experimental programming language based on C++, which

has been extended with real-time functionality. It contains constructs
for stating timing constraints, for performance polymorphism, and for
imprecise computations. Flex also has the ability to measure the actual
execution times, and analyze this data in order to improve the timing
estimates.

4.5.1 Timing constraints in Flex

Flex incorporates primitives for specifying constraints on time and other resources [27] [24]. These constraints can be both absolute, and rela-
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tive to other computations. Constraints are described using constraint
blocks:
A: constraint block
(start >= B.start + 5; duration <= 10; temperature <= 100)
~> { /* optional exception statements here */ }
{ /* block's statements here */ }

In this case, the constraint block is labeled "A", and the constraints
say that this block is not allowed to start until 5 time units after the
start of another block labeled "B", and that the duration of this block
must be at most 10 time units. Also, the value of the variable "temperature" must at all times be less than 100. If a constraint is broken, and
an optional exception handler exists, this exception handler is called.
Note that the speci ed constraints must be true at all times. There
is no mechanism here for a database-type transaction (see e. g. [13]
chapter 17) where the constraints are checked only at the end of the
transaction. This is probably the right choice for checking the usage of
resources, since we probably want such an exception to be raised when
the problem occurs and not later, after the execution has completed.
Constraints can be created using the start time of an activation, the
nish time, the duration, and the interval between starts of consecutive
activations.
Flex handles two resources, duration (that is, real execution time)
and count (the number of executions of a block). The authors state
in [22] that "[w]e have not experimented with other resources, but it
would be easy to model the amount of memory a program uses, the
communications bandwidth it consumes, the number of processors it
uses, and so on." Also, in the Concord project [28], which the Flex
project is a part of, precision is considered as a resource.
The types of resources are built-in in the language, so, at least in this
experimental version of Flex, there is no mechanism for an application
programmer to declare additional resources.
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4.5.2 Execution-time measurements and timing
analysis in Flex

There are performance-analysis systems that use analytical methods
to determine the expected or worst-case execution times of real-time
tasks. Other systems rely on the programmer to supply the required
data. Flex instead uses an empirical method, where actual execution
times are measured and fed into a timing analyzer. It also incorporates
programmer knowledge about timings, since it allows the programmer
to state expected timings. [22]
The programmer inserts measuring directives in the program. An
example given in [22] is a directive for measuring the execution time of
a sorting function. The code might look like this:
void isort(int* a, int n)
#pragma measure mean duration defining
A,B,C in (A*n + B) * n + C safety 2
{ /* function body's statements here */ }

isort is a sorting function, which sorts an array a, containing n integers.
The #pragma measure directive causes the compiler to insert code that
measures the execution time of each invocation of this function. mean
in the measure directive indicates that we are interested in the mean
resource usage, and not the worst case. duration is the resource. A, B
and C are constants that will be calculated by the timing analyzer, and
that appear in the expression (A*n + B) * n + C, which models the
expected resource behavior.
When the measurement data has been collected, the programmer
runs a timing-analysis program, which determines the best t of the
parameters, in this case the constants A, B and C.
The formula for calculating the expected execution time of the function isort can now be used, for example for choosing between di erent
sorting functions using performance polymorphism (see below).

4.5.3 Imprecise computations in Flex

A program model that is discussed in the Flex literature [32] [25] is
imprecise computations. With such a mechanism, an approximate value
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can be found when there is not time enough to nd an exact result.
Flex contains a statement impcall, which can be used instead of a
normal procedure call. The called procedure uses the normal return
statement to return the nal result, but before it does that it can use
the impreturn statement to make a tentative, imprecise result available.
If the calculation has to be interrupted due to a timing constraint, the
best of these tentative results is then used.

4.5.4 Performance polymorphism in Flex

In Flex it is possible to de ne several implementations of the same
function, with di erent timing measures, and with di erent gures of
merit. [23] [25]
Using the declaration
void sort(int* a, int n) perf_poly;

sort is declared to be a performance-polymorphic function, i. e. a
name that can be bound to one of a number of di erent implementations, with di erent performance characteristics.
Given that declaration, di erent implementations can be provided:
provide isort for void sort(int* a, int n);
provide hsort for void sort(int* a, int n);

Given these implementations, and performance models calculated
by timing measurements and timing analysis as described above, in a
code fragment looking like the following,
A: constraint block (duration <= 100)
{
#pragma objective minimize duration
sort(some_array, array_length);
}

the system will, at run-time, choose an implementation that ts
within the given time constraint. If several implementations are feasible (i. e., t within the given time constraint), the one with lowest
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duration will be chosen. The directive #pragma objective minimize duration in this example tells the compiler to choose the implementation
that, according to the model, has the smallest duration.
(The choice will not necessarily always be the same. A sorting algorithm that has the asymptotical time complexity O(n log n) will,
for suciently large ns, always be faster than an algorithm with the
time complexity O(n2 ), but for smaller ns, the O(n2) algorithm may be
faster.)
An alternative way of choosing between di erent feasible implementations is for the programmer to specify a formula giving a gure of
merit for each candidate implementation. The system will then choose
the implementation with the highest merit.
The performance-polymorphic binding is done at run-time, but if
some constraints and other data are known at compile-time, the compiler can perform normal compiler optimizations on the code for choice
of implementation, and some of the binding decisions can therefore be
done at compile-time.
[23] introduces the term performance polymorphism, and contains
a discussion of the concept and how to implement it.

4.5.5 Trade-o s in performance polymorphism in
Flex
Since Flex isn't a declarative query language, it does not do any query
optimization. The emphasis is on a single choice between the elements
in a set of performance-polymorphic candidates, to meet a set of constraints. However, the \allocation problem" is discussed: when more
than one performance-polymorphic function is to be executed, more
than one choice has to be made, and the trade-o between them has to
be considered.
In [23], the authors show that, given some assumptions, the allocation problem is equivalent to a \knapsack sharing" problem, which can
be solved in linear time. However, when we relax these assumptions, it
becomes a combinatorial bin-packing problem. Here the authors suggest the use of approximate algorithms, or speci c techniques that may
solve a subset of the problem for a certain application.
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In the end, Flex does not provide a general allocation mechanism.
Instead, the application programmer has to provide this allocation
himself1, using one constraint block for each performance-polymorphic
function call.

4.5.6 Combining resource measurements in Flex

If a program contains several performance-polymorphic function calls
within the same constraint block, the system must have a way to
combine the performance values for these calls. How this combination
should be done, depends on the type of resource, and of the structure
of the program.
[22] notes that most resource types fall into one of two categories:
time-like and space-like resources.
For example, if two statements a and b are executed sequentially,
the usage of a time-like resource (such as time) is the usage for a plus
the usage for b. For a space-like resource (such as memory space) the
usage is the maximum of the usage for a and the usage for b.
Other resources, such as precision, are more dicult to handle.

4.6 ROMPP

ROMPP (Real-time Object Model with Performance Polymorphism)

[55] uses a solution that is similar to, and more general than, the one
used in Flex, but from a database approach with an explicit schema
that describes the data. ROMPP is a conceptual data model, and is
not dependent on any speci c implementation. [55] uses C++ in the
examples.
ROMPP has a mechanism of envelope and letter classes to handle
performance polymorphism in several specialization dimensions, not
just (or even necessarily) time.
The envelope/letter structure used in ROMPP requires a pair of
classes that are used in combination: an outer class (the envelope class)
that provides the visible interface to the application programmer, and
1

\Himself" is used gender-inclusively.
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an inner class (the letter class) that buries implementation details. Several such letter classes may exist for each envelope class, and the system will then choose one of them to provide the functionality that is
required by the interface in the envelope class. That is, letter classes
are not explicitly accessed by the application developer. Instead, they
are manipulated and selected by the system, based on the performance
requirements.
In the following example (from [55]), an envelope class Sensor is
declared. The declaration for Sensor contains two methods: sample and
process. There are also two specialization dimensions: STime, which
is the execution time for the method sample, and PTime, which is
the execution time for the method process. In this envelope class, no
implementations are given for the methods sample and process.
When an object of type Sensor is used in a program, the system
will instead create an object of one of the two letter classes Sensor1
and Sensor2. Each of these two classes provides implementations for
the methods sample and process. The implementations have di erent
performance, which is seen by the di erent values given to the specialization dimensions STime and PTime.
// @EC: Sensor
class Sensor {
public:
Sensor();
// @DIM: int sample() = STime
virtual int sample();
// @DIM: void process() = PTime
virtual void process();
....
};
// @LC: Sensor1 OF Sensor
class Sensor1 : public Sensor {
Sensor1();
// @DIM: STime = 10 ms
int sample();
// @DIM: PTime = 6 ms
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void process();
....
};
// @LC: Sensor2 OF Sensor
class Sensor2 : public Sensor {
Sensor2();
// @DIM: STime = 20 ms
int sample();
// @DIM: PTime = 3 ms
void process();
....
};

In the following declaration of another class, which contains as an
object of type Sensor along with a statement of the performance requirements, an object of Sensor1 will be constructed by the system.
Sensor1 satis es the constraints on STime and PTime, while Sensor2
does not. If, in the future, the application adjusts the timing requirements for the Sensor object to "STime < 22 ms, PTime < 5 ms", the
system will automatically select another Sensor2 as the implementation
object for Sensor. The process of rebinding is handled by the system,
and is transparent to the application developer.
class Foo {
public:
....
private:
Sensor s("Time <= 15 ms, PTime < 7 ms");
....
};

In contrast to Flex, it seems that all resolution of performancepolymorphic functions in ROMPP is intended to be done at compiletime.
ROMPP does not provide a declarative query language, and thus
no optimization.
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[55] mentions \value propagation" of the specialization dimensions,
i. e. the combination of performance characteristics, as an \open question to be answered".
[55] also contains an overview of previous work on performance polymorphism.

4.7 CHAOS

CHAOS [44] is a system for developing and executing real-time appli-

cations. CHAOS has support for di erent implementations of an operation, and for con guring and re-con guring an application by replacing
these implementations. While this re-con guration can be done \dynamically" at run time, the system cannot do this automatically.
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Chapter 5
Our Approach to
Performance Polymorphism
In this chapter we describe our approach to performance polymorphism,
how it di ers from the work described in the previous section, and the
advantages gained.
In short, our system handles declarative queries, and we allow the
user to specify any number of performance dimensions. Constraints can
be speci ed for any of the performance dimensions. and it is possible
to use any of the dimensions as the optimization objective.

5.1 Performance dimensions
The concept of performance dimensions is introduced in section 3.3.
Here we give some examples on performance dimensions that may be
used by our optimizer.
Many real-time applications would use at least two dimensions:
some kind of time dimension (for example worst-case time) and some
kind of quality, e. g. value precision, and allow for a trade-o between
these two.
37
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5.1.1 Di erent kinds of time

Nothing prevents us from de ning several di erent time measures, for
example the expected execution time (which can be minimized by the
optimizer), and the guaranteed worst-case execution time (which we
might put constraints on in a hard real-time system).
In a soft or rm real-time system, where we can allow some transactions to miss their deadlines, we may want to use an \expected worstcase execution time". Most transactions will nish within this predicted
execution time, but we allow a small number of transactions to be too
late.

5.1.2 Quality

If the application should work with a quality dimension, the characteristics of this quality measure will probably vary between di erent
application domains. Some general types of quality may be the precision of the answer, and the age of the data used in the calculation.

5.1.3 Bayesian probability as quality

For some applications, the quality in a quality/performance trade-o
can be a Bayesian probability [39], for example the probability that the
value of a boolean predicate is correct.
For some applications, such a one-dimensional probability measure
is not sucient. It may be necessary to handle false positives separately
from false negatives.
If you are searching for sea-shells on the beach, you could examine
each square foot of the beach to see if there are any shells there. If a
typical beach consists of one million square feet, and there is a sea-shell
on 0.01 percent of the squares, then there are 100 sea shells on the
beach. Say that for each square you nd a boolean value, indicating if
there is believed to be sea-shell there. If there is a 1 percent chance that
each value is wrong, you can expect to nd 99 of the 100 sea shells, but
these will be dicult to nd among the 9999 false positives. Therefore,
you would want the probability of a false positive to be lower than the
probability of a false negative.
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In medicine, this applies to clinical tests. The term diagnostic sensitivity refers to the conditional probability that a person having a disease
will be correctly identi ed by a clinical test, i. e., the number of true
positive results divided by the number of true positive and false negative results. The term diagnostic speci city refers to the conditional
probability that a person not having a disease will be correctly identied by a clinical test, i. e., the number of true negative results divided
by the number of true negative and false positive results. It is important
to consider both the sensitivity and the speci city of clinical tests, both
when determining which tests to use and how to interpret the results.
[16]
In a database application, were external procedures in the database
refer to clinical tests, queries could be optimized along performance
dimensions of sensitivity, speci city, monetary cost, time required for
the tests, and the number of tuples in the result.

5.2 Performance-polymorphic queries
By a performance-polymorphic query we mean a query that is formulated in a declarative query language, and that involves operations that
may exist in several implementations with di erent performance.
A performance-polymorphic query optimizer is, in addition to the
functionality of a traditional query optimizer, required to choose between the di erent implementations of each performance-polymorphic
operation.
To the best of our knowledge, all previous work concerning objectoriented performance polymorphism where it is possible for the user to de ne multiple versions of a function or method with di erent
performance, has concentrated on providing a programming-language
interface. No declarative query language, and therefore no query optimization, has been provided.
While a programming-language interface may be sucient for many
applications, there are important advantages with a declarative query
language, such as a simpler interface, increased data independence, and
the possibility for better optimization than for hand-coded procedural
programs, especially for large amounts of data and non-trivial schemas.
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Since the system includes a cost model for the optimizer, it can use this
to automatically estimate the execution time.

5.3 Optimization
Since query optimization is a potentially time-consuming task, it is
usually important for a real-time database with a declarative query
language to do the optimization at an early time, so the optimization
time does not have to be included in the time constraints at execution
time. Even if there exists applications where this is tolerable, for example when the ranges of the time in the time constraints are very large
(minutes), optimization should be done early, if possible.

5.4 The cost model
The choice between di erent implementations of an action is done at
compile-time, and is entirely based on the cost model. It is therefore
very important that the predictions in the cost model accurately re ect
the actual behavior of the system.

Chapter 6
The Implementation
In this chapter we describe how our approach to performance polymorphism, which itself is described in the previous chapter, has been
implemented within our research platform, AMOS. We describe the
optimization algorithm, and give some details of the implementation.
We have implemented a performance-polymorphic query optimizer
within our research platform AMOS [31] [48] [49] which is a mainmemory object-oriented active DBMS, with a relationally complete,
object-oriented query language. The optimizer uses dynamic programming [45], which has been modi ed to handle operations that are polymorphic in any number of user-de ned performance dimensions, e. g.
time, precision, quality. The performance dimensions can have both
numeric and symbolic values. Constraints can be stated on all performance dimensions, and any one of these can be used as the optimization
objective.

6.1 AMOS
Our research platform AMOS [31] [48] [49] is a main-memory objectoriented active DBMS, with a relationally complete, object-oriented
query language.
41
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6.1.1 Query optimization in AMOS
In AMOS, a declarative query is rst translated to an internal form,
a domain calculus language called ObjectLog [31], which is a variant
of Datalog where facts and Horn Clauses are augmented with type
signatures. The predicates in this internal form are, at this stage, typeresolved but not binding-resolved and not ordered.
The optimizer then orders the predicates, while at the same time
resolving their bindings. The result, the execution plan, will be run as
a nested-loop join.
AMOS allows for the use of di erent optimization algorithms for
ordering the predicates. Exhaustive and heuristic methods have been
implemented.

6.2 The optimizer
The performance-polymorphic optimizer that has been implemented is
based on the normal exhaustive optimizer, which uses dynamic programming.

6.3 Specifying performance dimensions in
our implementation
For each performance dimension, the user has to supply the following
characteristics:


its name,



its starting value, which is used as the value of this performance
dimension for an empty execution plan, i. e. a partial plan to
which no operations have been added yet,



a default value, which is used when the value of this performance
dimension for a certain operation is not speci ed,
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a combination function that combines the performance values of
two operations, to be used when more steps are added to a partial
execution plan,



a comparison function that determines which of two values of this
performance dimension is better,



a switch indicating if the value of this performance dimension is
monotonically worsening as the incomplete plan grows by adding
operations to it, if it is improving, or if its monotonicity is unknown.

As an example, the performance measure time will typically have
the starting value 0, no default value, a combination function that numerically adds two values, and will use the function less-than as a comparison function. Since an execution plan can never be made faster by
adding operations, the value is monotonically worsening.
A typical use, in the context of a real-time system, is to de ne one
performance measure called time, which expresses either the expected
or the worst-case actual execution time, and another measure called
quality, which expresses the quality or \goodness" of the result. The
optimizer is then typically required to either choose the execution plan
that gives a result with the highest possible quality within some given
time limit, or to choose the execution plan with the fastest execution
time, given some minimum quality.
Any number of performance measures can be de ned.

6.4 The algorithm
During optimization, the space of possible execution plans is investigated by building a search tree using best- rst search with respect to the
performance measure that is used as objective. Each node in this search
tree represents an execution plan for the declarative query that is being
optimized. The leaf nodes represent complete, executable plans, while
the internal nodes of the tree represent partial plans.
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6.4.1 Traditional dynamic programming

In the traditional algorithm, as described in [45], the search tree is generated until a complete plan is found. Because of the best- rst search,
and because appending operations to an (incomplete) plan can never
decrease the cost, it will not be possible to construct another complete
plan with better cost than the one that was found. Other plans with
the same cost can be found, though, but since there is no reason to
prefer them, the rst one is used.

6.4.2 Modi cations in our algorithm

Our algorithm handles several performance dimensions, compared to
the single \cost" in the traditional algorithm, but since one of the dimensions is chosen as the optimization objective, this modi ed algorithm is similar to the traditional one.
The di erences are due to the presence of constraints on the values
of the performance dimensions, and because the chosen optimization
objective may not always be monotonically worsening.

6.5 Pseudo-code for the optimizer
This section contains (somewhat simpli ed) pseudo-code for the
performance-polymorphic query optimizer. The actual Lisp source code
is available on request.

6.5.1 Initial values

When the optimization procedure is called, the variables unresolvedquery-predicates, performance-dimensions, optimization-constraints,
optimization-objective, and performance-polymorphic-predicates are assumed to be set to appropriate starting values.
The variable unresolved-query-predicates contains the list of predicates in the query. These need to be (1) ordered in an execution order,
(2) type-resolved and (3) performance-resolved. Type-resolution means
that a call to a function name F is replaced by a call to a speci c implementation of F that is specialized for certain argument types. As an
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example, a call to a generic PRINT function might be replaced by a
call to PRINT-INTEGER. Analogously, performance-resolution means
that a call to a function name F is replaced by a call to a speci c
implementation of F with speci c performance characteristics.
Performance-dimensions is a set of performance dimensions. Each
such performance dimension contains its characteristics: its name, starting value, default value, combination function, comparison function and
monotonicity.
Optimization-constraints is a set of constraints on the values of the
performance dimensions, which have been speci ed for this query.
Optimization-objective is the performance dimension used as optimization objective for this query. The optimizer will try to nd the
best possible execution plan with respect to this dimension, given the
constraints.
Performance-polymorphic-predicates is the set of all performancepolymorphic predicates. Each performance-polymorphic predicate is
connected to the set of all its implementations. With each such implementation, the performance values along the di erent performance
dimensions are stored. The query optimizer will, for each performancepolymorphic predicate that appears in a query, choose one of the existing implementations, depending on the optimization objective and the
optimization constraints.

6.5.2 Some other variables
Partial-plans-queue is a best- rst priority queue of partial plans, i. e. the
\frontier" of the search tree. Each \plan" in this queue contains not only
the actual partial plan, i. e. an ordered list of type- and performanceresolved function calls, but also the expected performance values after
executing the existing part of the plan.
Best-complete-plan is the best complete plan that we have found so
far, if any. If the optimization objective isn't monotonically worsening,
we need to continue investigating even after nding the rst complete
plan.
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6.5.3 The optimization procedure
BEGIN
/* Input data */
unresolved-query-predicates :=
the (unordered and unresolved) predicates in the query;
performance-dimensions :=
all existing performance dimensions, with their characteristics;
performance-polymorphic-predicates :=
the "virtual" predicates, with their implementations;
optimization-objective :=
the performance dimension to optimize;
optimization-constraints :=
constraints on the values of performance dimensions;
/* Initialize local variables */
partial-plans-queue := empty queue of partial plans;
best-complete-plan := empty list of function calls;
partial-plans-queue :=
a list containing the root node, i. e. a single search tree node
with starting values for all performance-dimensions;
FOREVER DO BEGIN
IF a "best-complete-plan" exists,
AND "partial-plans-queue" is empty
THEN RETURN "best-complete-plan";
/* since it is the only possible solution */
IF a "best-complete-plan" exists,
AND "optimization-objective" is monotonically worsening
THEN RETURN "best-complete-plan";
/* since no other plan can be better */
IF there is no "best-complete-plan",
AND "partial-plans-queue" is empty
THEN FAIL;
/* since the "unresolved-query-predicates"
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couldn't be optimized */
oldplan := the first element of "partial-plans-queue";
/* i. e. the best partial plan so far,
according to the "optimization-objective */
remove that first element from "partial-plans-queue";
IF "oldplan" is a complete plan,
AND "optimization-objective" is monotonically worsening
THEN RETURN "oldplan"; /* since no other plan can be better */
oldrem := remaining predicates from "unresolved-query-predicates";
/* i. e. those that haven't been used in "oldplan" */
oldplan-performance :=
the expected performance values after executing
the partial plan "oldplan";
FOR EACH remaining unused predicate expression,
called "virt_pred_expr", IN "oldrem", DO BEGIN
IF the function name in "virt_pred_expr" predicate expression
is a placeholder for one or more performance-polymorphic
function implementations,
THEN implementations :=
all the implementations of that function name;
ELSE implementations := the function name itself;
FOR EACH function implementation, called "implementation",
IN "implementations", DO BEGIN
IF the predicate can be executed at this point in the plan,
THEN BEGIN
newplan := "oldplan", extended with a call to
the function "implementation";
predicate-performance :=
these performance values
(or functions to calculate them)
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of this predicate
for the different performance dimensions;
newplan-performance :=
empty set of performance dimension values;
FOR EACH performance dimension, called "dim",
IN "predicate-performance" DO BEGIN
new-value :=
apply the "combine-function" for "dim" on the
performance dimension value of "oldplan-performance"
and "newplan-performance";
add "new-value" to "newplan-performance";
END /* for each "dim" */

IF any values in "newplan-performance" breaks
a constraint in "optimization-constraints" on any
monotonically worsening performance dimension
THEN throw away this partial plan;
ELSE IF there is no "best-complete-plan",
OR "newplan" is better than "best-complete-plan";
THEN best-complete-plan := newplan;
ELSE insert "newplan" into "partial-plans-queue";
END /* if the predicate can be executed */
END /* for each "implementation" */
END /* for each "virt_pred_expr" */
END /* forever */
END

6.6 A real-time telecom example
In this example we will show how the AMOS system translates a declarative query into an unoptimized execution plan, how the possible execution plans can be represented as a search tree, and how the query
optimizer nds an optimal execution plan by partially constructing,
and traversing, this tree.
A mobile telephone network consists of a number of base stations,
each covering an certain area, and a number of mobile telephones. At all
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times, each base station needs to know which of the mobile telephones
are present in the area it covers.

DBMS

Figure 6.1: A cell in a mobile telephone network
We assume that the base station has the ability to nd a certain
mobile telephone by sending out a radio message that the telephone responds to, if that telephone is present in the area. We call this operation
present.
We also assume that the base station can use a di erent operation,
signal_strength, to determine the strength of the signal received from
the telephone.
In this scenario, it can be useful to have multiple implementations of
both these operations. For example, it will often be enough to know that
a telephone was present in the area some time ago, and thus a previously
stored value can be used, but at other times it will be necessary to be
more certain, which requires actually sending a radio message to the
mobile telephone to receive a reply. This is expensive from a battery
consumption and frequency utilization point of view, in addition to the
time required.
Therefore we assume that the conceptual operation present has
been implemented in three di erent ways, each with a di erent performance measure for time (t) and quality (q):
 p1:

the procedure was_present gets the previously stored value
(t = 0, q = 0.2)
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 p2: search_once sends

one radio message (t = 0.2, q = 0.6)

 p3: search_many sends several radio messages (

We also assume that the conceptual operation
has been implemented in two di erent ways:
 s1: old_signal_strength gets

0, q = 0.2)

t = 3.0, q = 0.99)

signal_strength

the previously stored value (t =

 s2: measure_signal_strength

measures the actual signal
strength by sending a radio message and measuring the reply
(t = 0.3, q = 0.9)

In this example, radio communication is very slow in comparison
with internal data lookup and calculations. We can therefore assume
that internal operations take time 0.
The quality measure q that is used here varies between 0 (lowest
quality) and 1 (highest quality), and is combined using the function
MIN. The starting value and the default value are both 1.
We also assume that the number of telephones in the database is
100, and that previous values of present and signal_strength have
been stored for 10 of these (for use by p1 and s1).
As an example query, we need to nd which of the mobile telephones that are present in the area but have a signal strength less
then 25. Assuming that the data type telephone and the performancepolymorphic functions present and signal_strength have been dened, this query can be formulated using AMOS' query language,
AMOSQL:
select p
for each telephone p
where present(p)
and signal_strength(p) < 25
with t better than 2.0
optimize q;
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(In the current implementation the performance speci cations, i. e.
"t better than 2.0" and "optimize q", are given through AMOS' Lisp
interface.)
We want the query to be executed in at most 2 seconds, with the
best possible quality within that time limit. We have therefore de ned
a constraint t <= 2.0. We have also declared the quality q as the
optimization objective. This means that the optimizer will attempt to
nd the execution plan with the best quality that has an estimated
execution time of less than 2 seconds.
The AMOSQL query is compiled into a domain calculus language
called ObjectLog [31], which is a variant of Datalog where facts and
Horn Clauses are augmented with type signatures:
answertelephone(P) :signal strengthtelephone;integer (P, G1) &
presenttelephone(P) &
<object;object ( G1, 25).

The functions in ObjectLog are not only performance-polymorphic,
but also both type-polymorphic in the regular way (notice the subscripts) and binding-polymorphic (with di erent implementations depending on whether the arguments are bound or free).
This representation of the query is still declarative and not directly
executable, since the order among the predicates and the bindings are
not determined. The predicates will be re-ordered by the optimizer, and
the polymorphic functions will be resolved. The result, the execution
plan, will be run as a nested-loop join.
The query optimizer starts by creating an empty execution plan,
which is used as root of the search tree ( gure 6.2). The space of possible
execution plans will then be traversed as the tree is constructed. In the
gure, plan denotes the list of functions in the partial plan, t denotes
the estimated execution time for the partial plan, and q denotes its
quality. Fanout is the expected number of objects in the result of an
operation when the plan is executed. The fanout is operator-dependent,
and fanout is actually treated as yet another performance dimension in
our system.
The optimizer has six choices as the rst step in the execution plan:
the operation < (less-than), the three implementations of present, and
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plan = ( ), t = 0, q = 1, fanout = 1

Figure 6.2: The root of the search tree
the two implementations of signal_strength. So far, no parameters
are bound, and the operation < cannot be executed with two unbound
parameters. All the implementations of present and signal_strength
can be executed.
For each of the ve partial plans that result from adding one of
these operations to the empty plan, t, q and fanout are calculated by
looking up the speci ed values of these performance dimensions for the
operation, and calling the combination function for that performance
dimension. Of the ve plans, all but two will break the time constraint
t <= 2.0. Those that don't are added to the search tree, which then
consists of two partial plans ( gure 6.3).
plan = ( ), t = 0, q = 1, fanout = 1

plan = (s1), t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (p1), t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

Figure 6.3: The search tree after the rst iteration
In the next iteration we continue building on the partial plan with
the best quality q, since this is the optimization objective. In this case
both plans have the same quality, so it doesn't matter which one is
chosen.
We take the plan that consists of the operation s1, and expand
it. It already contains an implementation of signal_strength, so we
can expand it with either the operation < (less-than) or one of the
three implementations of present. p3 would break the time constraint
t < 2, so it is not used. The three new partial plans are added to the
search tree ( gure 6.4).
In the next iteration, the partial plan (p1, s1) is added ( gure 6.5).
In the iteration after that, the partial plan (s1, p2) is expanded
to (s1, p2, <), which is a complete execution plan ( gure 6.6).
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plan = ( ), t = 0, q = 1, fanout = 1

plan = (p1), t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (s1), t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (s1, p2),
t = 10*0.2 = 2, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (s1, p1),
t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (s1, <),
t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

Figure 6.4: The search tree after the second iteration
plan = ( ), t = 0, q = 1, fanout = 1

plan = (s1), t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (s1, p2),
t = 2, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (s1, p1),
t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (p1), t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (s1, <),
t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (p1, s1),
t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

Figure 6.5: The search tree after the third iteration
Since we have done a best- rst search with respect to the quality
measure q, and we know that q is monotonically worsening as the
plan grows, we can return this result. None of the partial plans can be
extended to a complete plan with better quality than this plan.
If we instead use a quality measure with a value that can improve
as the plan grows, the algorithm will continue expanding the partial
plans in the search tree even after nding this plan. This is a di erence
from the standard dynamic programming algorithm [45].
A possible simpli cation to our algorithm is to return the rst found
complete plan no matter what the monotonicity of the optimization
objective. This plan is within the time limit, and with some probability
it does also have a good quality compared to the other plans (because
of the best- rst search).
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plan = ( ), t = 0, q = 1, fanout = 1

plan = (s1), t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (s1, p2),
t = 2, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (s1, p1),
t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (p1), t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (s1, <),
t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

plan = (s1, p2, <),
t = 2, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

Figure 6.6: The search tree after the fourth iteration

plan = (p1, s1),
t = 0, q = 0.2, fanout = 10

Chapter 7
Applications
In this chapter, we look at applications for our approach to performance
polymorphism. First, we try to identify the characteristics of a suitable
application, and then we give some examples of possible application
domains.
Even if we in this work concentrate on the real-time aspect of performance polymorphism, where a trade-o in quality is made in order
to get the operation done within a time limit, performance polymorphism is not limited to real-time applications. If we e. g. are searching
for information from sources on the Internet, with di erent monetary
costs and data quality, this can be modeled using performance polymorphism, and a performance-polymorphic query optimizer can be used to
nd an acceptable trade-o between monetary cost and data quality. In
the general case, the implementations of the performance-polymorphic
operations are speci ed along any number of performance dimensions.

7.1 Suitable applications
There are applications where a database solution in general, and therefore also the technique presented here, is probably not suitable. Applications whose data has a simple structure, and where the operations
on that data are few, simple, constant, and known in advance, can
sometimes be better handled in a traditional programming language.
Also, applications with very high requirements on through-put and
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response times may also be unsuited for the overhead that is usually
imposed by a database management system. For some applications, it
may even be necessary to implement certain functionality in hardware.
On the other hand, a database solution allows for a much more
exible system. It is easy to accomodate changes in the structure of the
data, the amounts of data, and the operations that are to be performed.
Performance polymorphism adds another dimension of exibility,
and we believe that the approach presented here, with performancepolymorphic queries, can bene t any application where there can be
alternative operations, or where there exists possible alternative implementations of the operations.
Among possible application domains are real-time systems of different kinds (except, perhaps, those with the very highest performance
requirements), but also those non-real-time systems where there are
constraints on some other resource, for example network bandwidth or
monetary cost.

7.2 Real-time systems
The original motivation for performance polymorphism comes from the
real-time domain. This includes not only the \traditional" real-time
applications such as robot control and factory automation, but also
e. g. certain types of Internet lookup. There are probably very few
applications where the time dimension is totally unimportant.

7.2.1 Graphics-intensive simulations

If you have played graphics-intensive computer games such as Quake
or Unreal, you may have noticed that when more objects are shown
on the screen, fewer frames are shown per second. When there are
more objects, it takes more time to generate each frame. This can be
irritating, because when many objects are shown at the same time, the
player is usually in a dicult situation in the game. That, of course,
is exactly when a high and constant frame rate is most needed. The
screen resolution and the amount of detail in the graphics can usually
be changed, but only by the user and not dynamically by the game. The
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user has to choose between bad graphics all the time, or slow updates
when many objects are shown.
A better solution may be to let the game automatically switch to
lower-quality graphics, perhaps selectively omitting unimportant objects or the background, in order to maintain a high frame rate.
Performance polymorphism could be used to model this problem.
The constraints are that a picture has to be computed within a certain
time limit (such as 100 ms), and that certain objects have to be shown.
The performance dimensions are the amount of detail, or the presence,
of each of the objects. The optimization objective is the overall quality
of the picture, perhaps measured by the number of objects shown or
the number of surfaces used when computing the picture.
This particular example may not be best solved by database technology with declarative queries, but it serves to indicate a class of nontraditional real-time applications. Also, as the size and complexity of
e. g. games grows, databases technology may become more and more
relevant and even necessary.

7.2.2 Time ranges
As for real-time database technology in general, performancepolymorphic queries may not be feasible for applications with the very
highest performance requirements. Depending on the implementation,
the time range that is of interest is probably one or a few milliseconds,
assuming a main-memory database.
Also, for queries where optimization has to be done on the y, the
time for optimization has to be included in the response time, and this
puts further restrictions on the type of applications. On the other hand,
this usually applies to ad hoc queries formulated or generated by the
user, and then an additional response time of a few milliseconds, or
even seconds, may not be important.
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7.3 The Internet and the World Wide
Web
The Internet, with all its diverse applications, and with the varying
speed and reliability of its di erent parts, seems to be well suited as
an environment for database technology and performance-polymorphic
operations.
The deadline semantics is usually soft or rm instead of hard, and
response times are usually in the order of seconds instead of milli- or
microseconds. This makes it possible and economical to perform even
advanced pre-processing of queries in connection with their execution.

7.4 Multidatabases and mediators
The information in a database may exist in several copies, and the
cost of retrieving or updating data may vary between these copies. One
example of this a distributed database, where the same data may be
replicated on di erent hosts in a computer network. If there are several
performance dimensions, such as execution time and quality, it may be
useful to nd a trade-o between them.

7.4.1 Distributed databases

A distributed database can be de ned as \a collection of multiple, logically interrelated databases distributed over a computer network", and
a distributed DBMS as \the software system that permits the management of the [distributed database system] and makes the distribution transparent to the users" [36]. It is usually understood that
the term distributed database refers to a situation where the di erent
nodes (\servers", \hosts") have little autonomy, and where the internal functioning of the di erent nodes in the database system (such as
cuncurrency control) is accessible from the network [7]. Transactions
that originate locally are not given preference at a node over transactions that originate from some other node. An architecture where the
nodes are more independent may be called a \federated database" or
\multidatabase".
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Since a distributed database system is tightly integrated, there is a
global query optimizer, with a cost model that can di erentiate between
the costs of accessing data at di erent nodes [36]. Traditionally, network
communication has been the dominant factor, at least in wide-area
networks. If data is replicated in several locations, it has therefore been
considered cheaper to access data locally than to get it from some
other node. However, in modern high-speed networks (both local-area
and wide-area networks), it may be cheaper to get data that is cached
in main memory at another node, than it is to retrieve it from local
disk storage [43].

7.4.2 Distributed databases and performance
polymorphism
If some or all of the data in a distributed database is replicated at several nodes, the query optimizer must choose which of these copies to
use in each query. With normal replication, the di erent copies contain
exactly the same data, and one only has to nd the copy that is cheapest to access (taken into account that the choice of node to use may
a ect the costs of choices in other parts of the query, and that processing costs may vary). This may be seen as a simple form of performance
polymorphism, with cost as the single performance dimension, since
the system chooses between di erent implementations of the same conceptual operation (getting the data, from any of the places where it is
stored).
It does, however, become more interesting if we introduce more than
one performance dimension. If the data in the di erent nodes are not
simple copies of each other, but have di erent characteristics, we can
de ne several performance dimensions. For example, the data in a node
may be incomplete (with some tuples or elds missing), or it may have
lower precision, its temporal validity may vary (it being older than data
on other nodes), and so on. We may want to keep the cost (a more or
less rough estimate of the execution time) as one of the performance
measures.
Now we can use our model of performance polymorphism (as described above in chapter 5) to specify performance-polymorphic queries
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where we want to optimize one of these dimensions, while we put constraints on some of the other dimensions. For example, we may want a
result with as high a precision as possible, with the constraint that the
query execution time may not exceed some given value. A performancepolymorphic query optimizer would then nd an execution plan that
retrieves the best (most precise) data copies that it has time to do
within the given time constraint.
With the common data model and tight integration of a distributed
database system, the characteristics of the copies of replicated data
can be controlled, and it will (under some conditions) be possible to
construct a cost model that accurately describes these characteristics.
However, in current research and practice of distributed databases, the
focus has been on a replication which means exact copies, with no
di erences in characteristics except varying access cost. One reason for
this may be lack of a good approach to use in choosing between (nonequivalent) copies of data, and handling the trade-o s between multiple
performance measures.
The performance-polymorphic approach may be more useful for
multidatabases, as described below, where the di erences between replicated (or rather, \similar") data can be much larger.

7.4.3 Multidatabases
A multidatabase is a collection of autonomous databases, whose data
can be manipulated through a common system, a multidatabase system [30]. The individual databases in the multidatabase system do not
expose their low-level interfaces to other nodes, which instead have to
access the data through the normal DBMS user interface [7].
Typically, the databases existed previously, before they were collected into one or more multidatabases, thus, making it possible to
manipulate their data through a common interface. This means that
their schemas have been designed independently, even using di erent
data models. The same facts about the world may be simultaneously
present in several of the databases, but in very di erent form.
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7.4.4 Multidatabases and performance polymorphism

There are many problems that need to be handled to use databases
with di erent and independent schemas (name di erences, format differences, structural di erences, missing or con icting data, many kinds
of semantic di erences). However, there are some areas that seem especially interesting if we want to apply performance polymorphism to
multidatabases. The following may all be identi ed as performance dimensions:










Response time. The response times of the databases may vary.
Even if exactly the same data is available in two individual
databases, the expected performance can be very di erent, due
to di erent hardware, di erent load, di erent local policies, and
for reasons of the network.
Reliability. We may expect that the probability of us being able
to access an individual database at all may vary between the
databases, for much the same reasons as given for performance
above.
Access policies. Di erent sites may enforce di erent access policies, so external users, or some external users, may be denied
access to data in some of the databases. (Even if not proper
databases, some ftp sites disallow users from outside the country to download certain software, for legal reasons.)
Data quality. The quality of the data may vary between databases in the multidatabases. Thus, precision, correctness, validity,
consistency, and age of the data, can vary between the databases.
Monetary cost. There may be a fee for accessing some of the
individual databases.

It is probably not uncommon to want to optimize or constrain some
of these performance measures. (As fast as possible! No monetary cost!)
Being able to state them explicitly, and let an optimizer handle them
in a uniform way, may be very useful.
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One example is prices of stocks on some stock exchange. These prices
may be found on the Internet for free, if one can accept a certain delay.
It is also possible to get the prices immediately (\in real-time"), but
for this one has to pay a (large) fee.

7.4.5 Performance-polymorphic MSQL

As an example on how a multidatabase query language could be extended with performance polymorphism, and how a query may look, we
will use the multidatabase query language MSQL [30], and show how
a hypothetical extension to MSQL may be used to formulate a simple
performance-polymorphic multidatabase query.
Assume that there are three di erent databases, all of them containing information about stock prices at a certain stock exchange.
These databases are called stock_de_luxe, stockprices_on_line,
and gnu_stock. The externally accessible data in these databases is
delayed by di erent time intervals (0, 10 seconds, and 15 minutes, respectively), and each retrieval has a monetary cost (1.00, 0.01, and
free). We now need to nd the current price of Microsoft, but we do
not want to pay more than 0.50 for the result. For simplicity, we assume
that each of the three databases contains a table called \stock", with
columns \name" and \price".
We also assume that we have, through some interface in the multidatabase system, de ned the performance dimensions age (of the data)
and dollars (monetary cost) according to the model in chapter 5, and
with the appropriate default values, combination functions, etc.
It will also be necessary to specify the values for age and dollars
of the di erent databases to the multi-dimensional cost model of the
multidatabase. This will have to be done in terms of primitives on a
lower level than the MSQL language provides.
First we use normal MSQL to create a multidatabase that uses the
three databases:
CREATE stockprices
FROM stock_de_luxe, stockprices_on_line, gnu_stock

Then we need a way to state that the three \stock" tables can
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be used to nd the same information, but with di erent performance
values. This could be a possible syntax:
CREATE PERFORMANCE_POLYMORPHIC VIEW stock
AS SELECT name, price
FROM [stock_de_luxe.stock, stockprices_on_line.stock,
gnu_stock.stock];

The query may then look like this, along the pattern from the
AMOSQL query in section 6.5:
USE stockprices
SELECT price FROM stock
WHERE name = 'Microsoft'
WITH dollars BETTER THAN 0.50
OPTIMIZE age

In this case, the optimizer will choose an execution plan that reads the
requested value from database number 2, stockprices_on_line, the
one with a cost of 0.01 and a delay of 10 seconds.

7.4.6 Mediators

In a large computer network, such as the Internet, with various data
sources with di erent formats of data and di erent semantics, applications may nd it useful to have an intermediate system to mediate
between them. Such a mediator can be de ned as "a software module
that exploits encoded knowledge about certain sets or subsets of data
to create information for a higher layer of applications" [53].
The mediator module has knowledge, for example in the form of
rules, about the di erent formats of data, and their semantics. The
mediator can perform not only simple translation, but also other processing of the data, such as creating di erent abstractions of the same
data. Several previously existing databases may be accessed from one
application, through one or more mediators that sits inbetween the
systems.
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Even if mediators originally have been mostly intended to translate
and in various ways interpret data, it will probably be interesting or
even necessary to be able to choose between more or less equivalent
data that represent the (more or less) same real things.
In a heterogeneous environment, where many existing databases,
that perhaps are managed by di erent organizations, are to be used
as data sources for mediators, it seems that an important part of the
information processing done in a mediator may be to choose between
alternative sources for the same data, sources that provide that data
with di erences in quality, cost, speed, and other characteristics.

7.5 Server-side optimization
A server may have to handle several concurrent transactions. If not all
these transactions can be performed with the highest available quality,
some could be \down-graded". It is then necessary to be able to handle several implementations of the \same" operation, but with di erent performance. Performance polymorphism may be a way to handle
these multiple implementations and the choices between them. Also,
there may be some required quality of service for the transactions, and
this translates to the constraints in our model of performance polymorphism.
An example is a central server for electronic commerce, which handles commercial transactions, and which guarantees that each transaction is completed within, say, one second. The optimization objective
in such a system should not be to minimize the execution time for each
transaction, but to maximize the number of transactions that can be
completed within the one-second time limit. In order to maximize this
number, we may have to slow down some individual transactions.
If the entire set of queries that has to be executed (in a certain
time period) is optimized as one large query (as seen by the optimizer),
with performance-polymorphic choices for (some of) the steps in each
plan, constraints can be put on each transaction's cost. This could lead
to a very large \query conglomerate" that has to be optimized, and
a better way may be to view each individual query as one operation,
with a performance-polymorphic choice between di erent, previously
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generated, execution plans for this query.

7.6 Telecom databases
Telecom databases [43] are databases used in the operation of a telecom
network or as parts of applications in the telecom network.
The rst telecom databases provided number translations for various services. Another early application was databases that keep track
of mobile phones. Other telecom databases are used for management
of the network, especially for real-time charging information.
Database servers for telecom application have in common that they
have to answer massive amounts of rather simple queries (e. g. 1000020000 requests per second) and that they have (soft real-time) requirements on short response times (e. g. 5-15 ms). Some of them also need
large storage, and some need to send large amounts of data to the users.
They also have to be very reliable, for example with unavailability required to be less than 30 seconds per year, and no scheduled downtime
allowed.
A complication is that all telecom networks are built with the assumption that not all subscribers are active at the same time. This
means that overload situations can occur.
If the requirements on response times and availability are to be met,
even in such situations, telecom databases must therefore have a scheme
to handle overload situations.
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Chapter 8
Future Work
In the present implementation, the optimizer should be rewritten with
more regard to eciency, robustness and elegance of the program code.
The integration with other parts of AMOS should be better.

8.1 Late and early optimization
The optimization of a declarative query is a combinatorical problem,
and performance polymorphism adds additional complexity. n predicates can be ordered in n! di erent orders, and for each of these predicates that exists in several performance-polymorphic versions, the expression n! has to be multiplied by the number of di erent versions of
that predicate.
Since optimization is a hard problem in this sense, and the optimizer itself in its present implementation is not time-constrained, query
optimization and the resolving of performance-polymorphic predicate
implementations is expected to be done early, at query compile time. In
some cases, however, late binding is advantageous, [17] and then strategies are needed to estimate the performance of late bound performancepolymorphic function calls. The query optimizer should automatically
choose early binding when possible. When late binding cannot be avoided the system can optimize each resolvent separately and then estimate
the time to execute the performance-polymorphic call in terms of the
actual time to execute its resolvents. Such partial evaluation of the es67
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timates of cost and quality would minimize the amount of work that
has to be done at run time.

8.2 Alternative optimization algorithms
For complex queries, the (pseudo-)exhaustive search done by dynamic
programming will not be feasible. The complexity of queries in relational DBMSs is increasing. One reason for this is that modern graphical user interfaces to database systems enables the users to pose very complex
queries, where the textual or internal form of the query is automatically
generated. [40]. Therefore, alternative optimization algorithms should
be investigated, such as randomized and heuristic algorithms. Among
the candidates are hill-climbing with multiple random starting points,
and simulated annealing [20].
One problem here is how to handle the combination of constraints
and a non-exhaustive optimization algorithm, in the cases where the
constraints can't be satis ed. An exhaustive algorithm will, in that
case, try all possible plans (or, as in our dynamic-programming-based
algorithm, after pruning unnecessary parts from the search tree), and
then report a failure. If the non-exhaustive algorithm simply proceeds
until it nds a feasible solution, i. e. one that satis es the constraints,
the non-exhaustive algorithm may degenerate into an unusually inecient exhaustive algorithm. We should handle this in some way, instead
of letting the optimizer work for maybe hours or days before it reports
the failure. Perhaps a simple time-out will be sucient. Perhaps we can
apply performance polymorphism to the optimizer itself?

8.3 Measurements of quality
The present work leaves the choice of a quality measure, or several
quality measures, to the application implementer. However, di erent
quality measures can be studied. Among these are the rules of fuzzy
logic [54] [15], or some ad-hoc measure, like the certainty factors of
EMYCIN [46].
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8.4 Re ning and validating the cost model
Since the choices between di erent implementations of actions are done
at compile-time, these choices are entirely based on the cost model. It
is therefore important for the cost model to be correct.
For the system to be useful in real-time applications, timing estimates should be developed for the internal operations This includes
operations, such as lookup and insertion, on the DBMS's internal data
structures. These data structures should be modi ed for an improved
and well-analyzed worst-case behavior.
The cost model that is used to nd timing estimates should be
veri ed against actual, measured execution times [25] [29].

8.5 What if the cost model was wrong?
Even if great care is taken to guarantee the accuracy of the cost model,
it could turn out to be wrong in certain cases. It may be dicult to
nd accurate estimates, for example due to inherent unpredictability in
the application domain, or to changing conditions. Unexpected events
may occur, such as if a server suddenly doesn't respond.
This means that if the cost model is wrong, the generated execution plan may not be optimal, or it may not comply with the stated
constraints on performance dimensions.
To handle a situation like this we can monitor execution, and compare the actual performance with the one predicted by the cost model.
The simplest case is to detect whenever a constraint is overrun,
and then raise an exception and call an exception handler. A more
advanced system could keep track of resource usage during each step
of plan execution, and perform some appropriate action if the actual
measured performance deviates from the cost model.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
9.1 Concept
We have de ned the concept of performance-polymorphic queries, and
compared it to other similar approaches.
Performance-polymorphic queries can be used in situations where
it is possible to de ne one or more performance dimensions, such as
di erent types of cost or quality, and where one or more operations can
exist in more than one version, and where these versions di er in their
performance along one or more of the performance dimensions.
Previous work has either used a programming-language approach,
or severely limited the use of performance polymorphism. We give the
users the power and exibility of a declarative query language, and allow
general use of performance-polymorphic functions in the language.
Our approach seems to handle the combination of performance values better than previous work, especially the programming language
Flex and the data model ROMPP. In contrast to these, our optimizer
is able to nd a trade-o between choices when a program or query
contains more than one performance-polymorphic operation

9.2 Implementation
We have extended a query language with performance-polymorphic
queries, and we have developed a performance-polymorphic query op71
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timizer based on extensions to an object-oriented query optimizer.
We have therefore shown that the idea is possible to implement,
and that performance-polymorphic declarative queries can be compiled,
optimized and executed.

9.3 Applications
The technique seems to be useful on a number of applications. Mediumto low-speed real-time applications is one class of such applications.
Since any number of performance dimensions can be de ned and handled by the optimizer, the technique is general, and can also be used
outside the real-time domain.
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